Answer this 3 questions:
• What is the functions that
needs more time?

• Where is allocating more
memory? (Exact file and line)

• What do you do to execute the
code 5 times faster?
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Introduction
After the theoretical presentation we will practise with a set of exercises, in order to use the tools
that we have seen before. We will test two profiling software: gprof and valgrind. We will see both
inside a terminal and within the Eclipse software. Eclipse is a framework for programming and
could be used for C or Fortran projects, for example. It has a lot of plug-ins, including Linux Tools
Project that we are going to use in this hands-on sessions for profiling.
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The code
For this sessions we are going to use a code that manipulates images. It takes an image and applies
to it a Laplacian filter like follows:
-1 -1 -1
-1 8 -1
-1 -1 -1
The code we are going to use is written in C and it will be executed serially in one computer. The
aim of the code is to take the borders of the image and generate an image with shapes. Here is an
example of what that the code does:

Original image

Final image

It also calculates horizontal and vertical projections, counting how many pixel are not black in a
line or column respectively.

gprof
In this first part we will of the hands-on sessions we will use gprof to measure the times of
functions of the program. You have to download the source cgode from the CECAM tutorial web
page (http://www.cecam.org/workshop-5-467.html) and extract it. You can work wherever you want
but I suggest you to make a folder called profiling inside your home, to put all related this hands-on,
and put all abou gprof in a folder there. That is:
mkdir -p profiling/gprof

1st exercise: gprof in a terminal
Open a terminal and go to the gprof directory. For example:
cd profiling/gprof

Compile the code like follows. Pay attention to the -pg flag. It is necessary to insert profiling
information for gprof.
gcc -pg image.c pixmap.c -o image

Execute the just created image program with a parameter: the picture name, without extension, in
this case flower.
./image flower

A file gmon.out will be created after the execution.
TIP!!: if you want to save more than one profile file in the same directory you can change the name
of the generated file, like this:
export GMON_OUT_PREFIX=new.profile

and for each time profile is executed a file called new.profile.<pid> will be generated
Once you have the gmon.out file you have to put it into a text file. Like this:
gprof ./image > profile

Now, you can see the profile file with your preferred editor. Examine it. For example:
emacs profile &

Some questions
Now you can try to answer the first main question. But before doing that you can also answer this
ones:
•

How much time does the execution took? Measure it

•

What is the most called function?

•

What is the functions that took most time?

2nd exercise: gprof within Eclipse
Open Eclipse from a terminal:
eclipse/eclipse

Or go to the home folder and click in eclipse folder and then in eclipse application.
Say yes to the default workspace.
Create a new project

Select C project

Put image as project name and select Empty Project

A folder will be created. Now you have to import the given source code:

Select General/File System

Browse to specific folder

Select all the files to import

Make the source code selecting hammer

Now, we have to modify the code generation to compile together with gprof support. We have to
say to the Eclipse tools that we want to use the -pg flag, in the following way:

Select Properties for the present project:

Choose C/C++ Build → Settings → Tool Setting (should already selected) → Debugging and
activate Generate gprof information:

To quit press OK button.

Now you have to generate your executable again with the hammer and execute the program.
Select in your actual project Run As → Run Configurations...

In the next window you have to select the Arguments tab and write flower like program argument.

You press the run button and program will be executed.
Once finished, a file called gmon.out will be generated. To see it you should refresh your project:
right click in the project and select Refresh (F5).
Double click in the file and press OK in the next window. You should see something like this in the

bottom of the Eclipse window:

Valgrind
In this second part we will use Valgrind to measure the memory that program takes. You have to
download the source code from the CECAM tutorial web page (http://www.cecam.org/workshop-5467.html) and extract it. You can do wherever you want but I suggest you to reuse the folder called
profiling inside your home creating a new folder called valgrind there.
mkdir -p profiling/valgrind

1st exercise: massif in a terminal
Inside Valgrind program we will use massif tool.
Go to the valgrind directory
cd profiling/valgrind

Compile the code as usual, with the debug flag (-g)
gcc -g image.c pixmap.c -o image

Execute valgrind program with massif tool
valgrind --tool=massif ./image flower

A file called massif.out.PID will be created. Examine it.

Some questions
•

Where is the first time that memory is allocated?

•

What happens with the last snapshot?

•

How much memory is allocated in the heap (memory)?

2nd exercise: massif within Eclipse
In this exercise we will do the same as in the first Valgrind exercise, but within Eclipse program.
Open the Eclipse program (if you do not already have it opened).
Import a project, like in the 2nd gprof exercise and make the executable. Select the executable with
the right click, as shown in the image. Select Profile As → Profile Configurations...

A new window will be shown. Select Profile With Valgrind. Right click there and select New

Go to the Valgrind Options tab and select Massif as the Tool to run

Inside the Arguments tab write flower as argument for the program.

To profile the program just click in the Profile button.

After a longer execution you will see Eclipse more or less like this:

In the central part you can see a graphic, that is useful to make an idea how is memory allocating. In
the bottom part are shown all taken snapshots and some are special, for example that is marked with
a circle. You can click there and a new window will be created. In the new window you will see
where and how much memory is allocating:

You can also click there to see the code.

Optimization
Once we know where we are spending time and memory, we are ready to start optimizing our code.
We will do 3 basic exercises to improve our code.

1st exercise: time optimization
Analyse again the gprof 1st exercise profile file. Note the main functions and analyse it. Could
you improve some of them?
TIP!!: You do not need to understand what program is exactly doing.

2nd exercise: memory optimization
Remember the questions of the Valgrind 1 st exercise:
•

What happens with the last snapshot?

•

How much memory is allocated in the heap (memory)?

Try to solve it.

3rd exercise: compiler optimization
Change the first exercise to improve performance.

Helps
Massif documentation: http://valgrind.org/docs/manual/ms-manual.html
gprof manual: http://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/
Interpreting gprof's Output: http://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/Output.html
Gero hau kendu (edo ez): http://www.linuxjournal.com/article/7269

